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Abstract
This research considers an extension of the Kelly criterion

used in sports wagering. By recognizing that the probability p
of placing a correct wager is unknown and often overestimated,
modified Kelly criteria are obtained that take the uncertainty into
account. Estimators are proposed that are developed from a de-
cision theoretic framework. We observe that the resultant betting
fractions can differ markedly based on the choice of loss func-
tion. In the cases that we study,the modified Kelly fractions are
smaller than original Kelly.

Introduction
• The Kelly criterion (Kelly 1956) provides a gambler

with the optimal fraction of a bankroll for wagering on
a given bet with probability of winning p.
• Experienced gamblers claim that the Kelly fraction is

too high and often leads to financial loss (Murphy 2015).
• The simple but overlooked explanation is that the input
p used in determining the Kelly fraction is an unknown
quantity.
• In this research we provide a systematic approach for

obtaining a “modified Kelly criteria” rather than ad-hoc
adjustments such as the half-Kelly or quarter Kelly.

Profitable Systems & Kelly Criterion
If a gambler is successful at making wagers of size $x

with win probability p and European odds θ (where a win-
ning bet returns $x · θ and 0 otherwise) then the system is
profitable if

(−x)(1− p) + (xθ − x)p > 0→ p > 1/θ

The optimal fraction of bankroll per wager is known as
the Kelly criterion and is given by

k(p) =

{
pθ−1
θ−1 p > 1/θ

0 p ≤ 1/θ

Often sports gamblers are using historical data to esti-
mate p which leads to an estimate of the Kelly criterion
k(p̂). We therefore introduce a statistical model for the
number of winning historical matches X as

X ∼ Binomial(n, p)
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Figure 1: Plot of expected posterior loss G(f ) versus f where θ =
1.909, a = b = 50, x = 100 and n = 180

To assess the quality of an estimator we denote l(f, p)
as the loss incurred by estimating the true Kelly criterion
k(p) with the fraction f = f (x). For initial bankrollB0 and
subsequent bankroll B1(f ) = (1− f + θf )w(1− f )1−wB0
introduce the loss function

l0(f, p) = E

[
log

(
B1(k(p))/B0

B1(f )/B0

)]
= p log

(
1− k(p) + θk(p)

1− f + θf

)
+ (1− p) log

(
1− k(p)
1− f

)
In order to minimize the loss we use a Bayes estimator f

which minimizes the Bayes risk. A Bayes estimator will
minimize expected posterior loss so we must find f which
minimizes

G(f ) =

∫ 1

0
l0(f, p)π(p | x)dp

We use p ∼ Beta(a, b) as a natural prior distribution. Due
to the range and the concavity and when empirically de-
fined with historical data (x successes on n trials) gives the
posterior distribution

p | ∼ Beta(x + a, n− x + b)

The Bayes estimator f0 that minimizes Bayes risk is

f0 =

{
p̂θ−1
θ−1 p̂ > 1/θ

0 p̂ ≤ 1/θ

where p̂ is the posterior mean defined as p̂ = (x+ a)/(n+
a + b)

Simulation Results

Figure 2: Percentages corresponding to the original Kelly and the
modified Kelly schemes f0 under betting seasons of length 100, . . . ,
5000 points are smoothed using LOESS curves

Alternative loss functions are also proposed. The selec-
tion of a desired loss function can considerably impact the
resultant betting fraction.

l1(f, p) = |f − k(p)|
l2(f, p) = (f − k(p))2

l3(f, p) = (c1If>k(p) + c2)|f − k(p)|k, 1 < k < 2, c1, c2 > 0
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